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Abstract 
In this paper we analyze a family of full discretizations of spline Galerkin methods for a class of systems of boundary 
integral equations of the first kind with logarithmic principal part. We prove the existence of an asymptotic expansion 
of the error of the Galerkin and the optimal order Galerkin collocation method. We finally derive asymptotic expansions 
for some common postprocessings of the solutions, both exactly and under the effect of additional discretization. Some 
examples where these techniques apply are provided. 
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Linear integral equations of the first kind with logarithmic kernels have been largely the object 
of study, due to their many applications in the numerical solution of some boundary value problems 
in elliptic partial differential equations (see [S]). Numerical methods for these equations have been 
widely analyzed. Much has been done recently on numerical methods for these equations, especially 
in reference to the analysis of new methods (quadrature and qualocation) and on the numerical 
treatment of problems with comers and on open arcs. For a survey of recent theory of the subject 
see [14] and [15] and for a complete functional frame on logarithmic equations see [17]. 
In this paper we consider a class of systems of boundary integral equations of the first kind, 
coupled with some side conditions of integral type and including some additional scalar unknowns, 
in order to obtain existence and uniqueness of solution. These systems generalize those studied in 
[6] and include the examples given in [7]. Mainly, we consider smooth perturbations of the classical 
logarithmic kernel operator (the single layer operator for Laplace’s equation). Applying the general 
theory of Galerkin methods (see [9] or [ 18]), stability and convergence of spline Galerkin methods 
is straightforward. In Section 2, we go further to prove the existence of a kind of asymptotic 
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expansion of the error in powers of the discretization parameter with terms including the action of 
the corresponding spline interpolation operator. We thus generalize the analysis in [4] for Symm’s 
equation on a smooth closed curve. 
In Section 3, we propose an optimal order full discretization of the equations of the Galerkin 
method, proving stability and convergence estimates. Section 4 is devoted to proving the existence 
of asymptotic expansions of the error of this method. In both sections we show how the full dis- 
cretization of the additional constraints and terms is done and how it influences the error. Moreover, 
unlike in [6] and [7], we adopt a variational formulation and prove stability by means of inf-sup 
conditions. We also show how to benefit of the optimal convergence of the Galerkin method by 
means of a more demanding numerical integration. 
The object of boundary integral equations is often the approximate solution of a related partial 
differential equation or the computation of some physically relevant quantities related to the problem. 
This imposes some postprocessing (mostly linear) of the solutions. In Section 5, we prove that many 
frequent postprocessings inherit the asymptotic properties of the numerical method, obtaining thus 
asymptotic expansions of the error, now without the interpolation operator. 
Notations. In what follows, boldface small letters will denote real vectors or vector valued functions, 
boldface capital letters will denote matrices or matrix valued functions. Italic capital letters will be 
used for operators between the powers of function spaces and caligraphic capitals for operators 
between product of functional spaces with R?‘. By lFP” we will denote the set of all the real 
n x m matrices. The components of a vector, a matrix or a vector valued operator are named by 
the same letter as the original with subscripts indexing the different components. The letter C will 
denote some real constant, independent of the discretization parameters, possibly different in each 
occurrence. Finally, O(hk) will denote a function of h (and possibly of other parameters) such that 
hekO(hk) remains bounded as h goes to 0. Uniformity in the remaining parameters is not supposed 
unless explictly stated. 
1. Introduction 
Let us consider a set of smooth l-periodic functions Xi : R + G c R2, (i = 1,. . . ,n), which are 
regular parametrizations of smooth closed curves in the plane, J’, that is, 
Ixi’(s)l > 0, vs; Xi(S) #Xi(~), 0 < Ig-sj < 1. 
By 1 . 1 we denote the Euclidean distance in [wq for any q. Likewise, ( . , . ) will denote the Euclidean 
inner product in KY. We include the possibility that some of the curves be equal, that is, that xi = xj 
for some i, j. 
We consider the following family of systems of boundary integral equations: given f : If2 + KY, 
smooth and l-periodic, and b E R P, find a l-periodic function g : R + R” and a real vector w E RP 
such that 
J ‘(V(.,s)+K(.,s))g(s)ds+Mw=f, 0 (1) 
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s 1 L(s)&) ds = b. (2) 0 
In (1, 2) we have the following notations: M : R -+ [w”aP and L : R -+ BP” are smooth, l-periodic 
matrix valued functions; K : R x R + 5P” is smooth and 1 -periodic in both variables; V(C, s) is a 
diagonal matrix whose elements are 
F,,i(CJ,S) := - log \Xi(D) - Xi(S)l* 
In all expressions, integrals must be understood componentwise. 
In fact we can rewrite the first set of equations as 
/ 
1 
(- log(4e-’ sin2(n(. - s>))Zn + K’( . , s))g(s) ds + Mw =f, 
Jo 
with K’ smooth and being Z, the y1 x n identity matrix. We will keep the notation of the integral 
operator with kernel V in terms of the parametric representations of the curves to emphasize the 
connection with boundary integral problems and also since we will apply the fully discrete schemes 
directly to these equations. 
Let us denote H” to the completion of the space of l-periodic infinitely differentiable functions 
with respect to the norm 
where i(k) are the Fourier coefficients of g, 
i(k) := 1’ g(s) e2knzs d+s. 
For all s E R, H” is a Hilbert space with inner product 
U-3 s)s :=?(O)B(O) + c l~12~(M~). 
OfkEZ 
Let us consider the spaces H” := (If”)” and YP := H” x Rip, equipped with the respective product 
norms. Inner products in both sets of spaces will be denoted like those of the corresponding Sobolev 
spaces. Both sequences {H” : s E R} and {Z” : s E R} form Hilbert scales. The inner product ( . , . ). 
extends to the duality product between H” and H-” for all s E R. We will keep the same notation 
for the duality bracket. This property extends to H” and X”. 
We consider the integral operators 
1 
vg:= J’ 
1 
v( . > Sk(s) ds, Kg:= J K( . , Sk+) ds, 0 0 (4) 
extended to all Sobolev spaces (in which case the integral sign must be understood in a weak sense) 
and the corresponding extension of the linear functional 
s 1 Lg:= L(s)&) ds. 0 (5) 
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With the help of these operators, (1) and (2) can be written in matrix operator form as 
( YK 7) (f) = ($ (6) 
Defining 
-Ng, w> := (Vg + Kg + Mw,Lg), (7) 
our problem can be simply written as 
4g, w> = (f, WI. u-9 
As a consequence of the compactness of integral operators with smooth kernels and of the ellipticity 
of the Bessel operator it follows that there exists a compact operator X : LW-‘~’ + A?“’ and y > 0, 
such that 
(9) 
for all (g, w) E #- ‘j2 In the remainder of this work we will assume that the following hypothesis . 
holds: 
Hypothesis (H). The operator d : ~‘8’ --+ sP’ is an isomorphism for all r E R. 
Because of (9), the previous hypothesis is equivalent to injectivity of &‘. Notice that V + K can 
be decomposed as the sum of a positive and a compact operator. Since K can be approximated by a 
finite range operator, with range in (CP )” (see [lo]), we can have a decomposition V + K = A + Kd, 
where A is positive and the image of Kd admits a basis {pl,. . . ,pd} composed of smooth functions. 
By Lemma 3.2 in [3], we can complete the operator equation related to V + K to form a uniquely 
solvable system (6) by taking M as the matrix-valued function whose columns are the functions pi 
and L = M’. Although the procedure is valid for all situations, this way of widening and completing 
the system is unpractical. However, for applications, invertible systems can usually be derived from 
theoretical properties of the associated differential or integral operators. 
All the results can be extended to complex-valued operators in the form (1) and (2). Any complex 
system of the form (6) is equivalent to a similar real-valued system in (H--1/2)2 x (lRP)2 by simply 
separating real and imaginary parts of kernels, unknowns and data. Moreover, spline Galerkin meth- 
ods for the modified system are equivalent to the same methods with complex coefficients for (6). 
The same analysis holds for operators of the form 
V+K M 
> L R’ 
(10) 
where R is a given p x p matrix. 
Let US finally consider some operators &i,j : Z” -+ YP+l for 1 < i < n and 1 < j < i, in the form 
(7) or (lo), or possibly some of them without logarithmic kernel. We then consider the triangular 
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systems of operator equations defined by 2 : YP x . . . x Yf” -+ Xsf’ x . . . x sP’, 
We assume that the diagonal operators J& fulfill Hypothesis (H). These systems appear when 
dealing with sequences of integral problems, such that the solution of each problem is inserted as 
data in the following ones. Hence, the right-hand sides of the problems (except in the first case) 
are only known as spline approximations. A priori, the operator z does not satisfy the G&-ding 
inequality (9). However, Galerkin and Galerkin collocation methods converge, since we have uniform 
inf-sup conditions (see [ 121). All the following analysis is extendable to this new situation. 
1.1. A set of examples 
Potential theory. Let 4, . . . , C be n different smooth closed curves, n 2 1, respective boundaries 
of bounded domains 0 1,. . . , C2, such that 2, n EJj = 0 for i #j. Denote r := ub,~‘, consider the 
kernels 
IT$,j(O,S) I= - Clog [Xi(O) - Xj(S)l, 
with C = 1, and the operators defined by them. The system 
(12) 
2 K,jgj + C = Ui, i= l,...,n, 
j=l (13) 
(Sl + . . . + gn, 1 >o =b, 
for given {ui} and b E R is uniquely solvable and can be written in the form (1) and (2). For y 6 & 
we define Ji’( .,y):= -logly-xi( .)I and the function u(y):=(fi( .,~),g~)o+..~+(fn( .,~~),g,,)~+c. 
Then u satisfies Laplace’s equation on rW’\c u]$(Xi(. )) = Ui for all i and U(X) - -blog 1x1 as x 
goes to infinity. 
The particular case of having data Ui = 0 for all i and b = 1 leads to the so-called equilibrium distri- 
bution (gI,. . . , g,,), defined on r by dividing each component by JXi( . )I and undoing the parametriza- 
tion. The quantity ec is the logarithmic capacity or conformal radius of r. More about these equations 
can be found in [16]. 
Plane elasticity. Let x = (x1,x2)’ be a regular parametrization of a smooth closed curve I’ in the 
plane. Take n=2, Xi=X for i= 1,2, p=3, 
M=M^:= > 1 ’ L=M’, (14) 
and the kernel 
K(o,s) =&c,s) := r(iZ2 + IX(O) - x(s)]-‘(x(a) - X(s))(X(o) - X(#), (15) 
where r = (A+ p)/(n + 3,~) (A and ,u are the Lame constants). The corresponding integral system is 
related to the plane first fundamental problem of elasticity, with displacements given on r (see [l] 
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and other related problems in [7]). The vector of displacements in the exterior of r can be calculated 
by a postprocessing of the solution, using Betti’s formula. 
With the same coefficients, z = 1 and 
we obtain an integral model for the interior problem of the clamped plate. 
Fluid dynamics. Consider x = (x1 ,x~)~ as in the preceding example and xi = X, i = 1,. . . ,4. Take 
n = 4, p = 6 and consider the following matrix-valued functions: 
where g, M^ and 2 are given by (15), (14) and (16) respectively, and x is a given constant. Then 
we have the elements of an operator equation like (10). As right-hand side we take f = 0 and 
b = (0, l,O, O,O, 0)‘. This system is related to a problem of viscous fluid flow (for small Reynolds 
number R) around a cylindrical body whose section is bounded by the curve r. When using the 
Stokes expansion (in powers of l/ log R) of the solution of the homogeneous Navier-Stokes equation, 
we arrive at a system of the previous form (see [8, 71 or [ 181) for the initial terms of the expansion. 
The system is uniquely solvable and it can be proven that necessarily w3 = wg = 0. The pairs 
q1 := (g2, -gl)f and q2 := (g4, -g3)t can be used to define an approximation of the hydrodynamic 
stress on the surface, whose integral approaches the total force exerted on the obstacle by the flow. 
This one, in turn, can also be approached using the scalar unknowns. Due to its block-triangular 
structure, the system can be solved through a sequence of two smaller systems, the second of 
which uses the solution of the first as data. This system thus constitutes a very simple triangular 
system ( 11). 
Electromagnetism. Let QI and Sz, be two bounded connected domains in !J!? such that 2, n 22 = 8 
and QZ is the symmetric of a, with respect to the vertical axis x = 0. Suppose that the boundaries of 
Qi are given by smooth parametrizations xi. Let vi be the curvature function on & and yi := vi(xi( . )). 
The operator consisting of multiplying a funcion by yi will be also denoted yi. 
Let us consider the kernels K,j given in (12) with C = 1/4rt and 
being nj(s) the outwards unit normal vector in xj(s), and the related integral operators. Consider the 
operators 
w:= (2;: $p), u:= ($ Z;:), y:= (‘d E), 
the vector e:=(l, 1)’ and the functional Eg :=(gl + g2, l)O. Consider then the operators 
uQzl,l = &2,2 =&3,3 := 
W e ( > E () 9 
d 2,l := ( yw-I-U’ 0 0 (-J > 3 &3,1 := ( Wy+I-u 0 0 0 > ’ d3,2 := 0. 
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The block-triangular operator (11) thus defined appears in [13]. The right-hand side is formed by 
the blocks (~el,O)~, (-c&-,0)‘, and (O,O)‘, with c being a given real constant. 
In the original problem interest is centered in calculating the funcional unknowns which constitute 
the initial terms of an asymptotic expansion of the solution of a problem of electromagnetism with 
skin-effect. By a standard procedure of changing the test-trial space to include the condition Eg, = 0, 
the system can be decoupled and the computation of the three real unknowns can be avoided, as 
in [ 131. However, the method is equivalent. Notice finally that the operators WY and y W do not 
fit completely into our theory. The Galerkin discretization of these parts and the existence of an 
asymptotic expansion of the error for this scheme follows with very little additional effort. However, 
a full discretization of the equations requires a higher level of approximation. This is the object of 
further work [2]. 
2. Spline Galerkin method 
As a first step in the discretization of (1) and (2), we consider Galerkin methods with splines as 
test-trial functions. 
Let N be a positive integer and h := l/N. We consider the points Si := i h and the intervals lj := (si- 
ih, si + ih), for i E Z. Let & be the space of l-periodic smoothest splines of degree m (m>O, 
arbitrary but fixed) with knots on si + ih. We can write then, for m = 0, V, = {LQ, E Ho : ZIP iI, E PO, ‘di} 
and for mal, V~={uh~~~-l:vhI~~~P,, Vi}, where Pk is the set of polynomials of degree not 
greater that k and qk is the set of the l-periodic k times continuously differentiable real functions 
defined on the real line. Since we are interested in an asymptotic analysis (that is, h -+ 0) there is 
no restriction in assuming that N > m + 1, and then dim Vj = N. 
For our problem we consider the spaces V, := (V,)’ and Vh := V, x RP. Both families of discrete 
spaces have identical approximation and inverse properties as the scalar spaces V, (see [l]). 
The Galerkin scheme for (8), looking for solutions in X-‘/2 when the data belongs to %“12, is 
the family of finite dimensional variational problems: 
For h small enough, problem (Yh) has a unique solution. We then define the operator $, : if-1i2 
i -Y^h by %h(g, w) := (gh,+vh), being (gh, wh) the solution of (gh). Clearly, %h is a projection, 
h-uniformly bounded in X- . lj2 Convergence of the method follows from [9]. For s E [-m - 2, m] 
we have the inequalities 
Iw - whl +hm+2+sllg -ghIls~Csh2m+311(g,~)II,+1. 
Denoting (f, b) = d(g, w), the Galerkin scheme is equivalent to the constrained problem 
(gh,Wh)E 61, 
((V+K)gh +MWh,~h)O=tf,~h)O, 
Lgh =f. 
(17) 
(18) 
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Let zi := si + h[, for all i E Z, with c = 0 if m is even and 5 = -i if m is odd. Then we define 
the interpolation operator Q, : %?’ + yh by the relations 
Qh u(Zi) = u(zi), Vi. 
We denote Qh : (V”)” -+ V, to the componentwise interpolation operator and 3$ : (W”)” x IV’ + Vh to 
the operator _C& (II, w) := ( Qh U, w). 
We now prove the existence of some type of asymptotic expansion of the error of the Galerkin 
method in terms of the operator OZh. We first give a weak asymptotic expansion. In the following 
we denote by [. ] the Gaussian bracket and 
rcm,:=2[q = { ;;; ;;; ;I; 
We assume, for simplicity, that g E (59”)“. 
Proposition 1. For all positive integer M, there exist (gk, wk), f (m)bkG4, independent of h, 
where the functions g, can be taken as smooth as desired, such that 
(MS2 - =%l)(g, W)? ( rh,vh))o = 2 hk((gk,+),(rhM)o + ~(h”+‘)II(r~~~~)ll--l,~~ 
k=f@) 
for all (rh, vh) E vj. 
Proof. Notice first that 
(&(%I - -%)(g, w), ( rh,%))o =((v +K)(I - Q&vdo + W - Qdg,~d, 
for all (Yh, q,) E vh. By Lemma 2 we have that for all vh E [wp 
@(I - Qh)g,vt)= 2 hkhd’d + @(h”+‘)l~ttl, 
k=f Cm) 
noticing that wk := 0 if k is odd. S ince interpolation is applied componentwise, 
((I’+K)(I- Q&,rdo= k(K,i(gi -Qhgi),rh,i)o + 2 (K&i -Qhgj),rh,i)o, 
i=l i,j=l 
(19) 
(20) 
where subindices mark the different components of the operators V and K, defined in (4), and of 
the functions g and rh. 
From [4], it follows that there exist functions 6?j,k as smooth as desired such that 
(K,i(gi - Qhgi),rh)o= 2 hk(ei,k,rh)o + @(h”+‘>lhll-~p, b-h E Vh. 
k=f Cm) 
With a very similar proof to that of Lemma 2 (see also [ 1 l]), expansions like 
(K,Jgj - Qhgj),rh)o= g hk(eki,i,rh)o + @(h”+l)IIYh]l--l/z, Qrt, E v,, 
k=f Cm) 
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follow. Thus, denoting g, to the function whose ith component is ek,i + ~~Xl eki,j for all i, we obtain 
((I’+K)(I - Q/z)g,yh)o = 5 h’(g,,Mo + ~(~“+l)II~~Il-,,~, vrh E Vh. (21) 
k=f(m) 
The result follows readily from (19)-(21). 0 
We now state and prove a result we have used in the proof of Proposition 1. 
Lemma 2. There exists a sequence of real numbers (ck : k 2 [(m + 2)/2]} such that for all A4 and 
for all g smooth enough, 
L(Qhg - g) = 2 h2kCkL(g(2k)) + 0(h2M+2). 
k=[(m+2)/2] 
Proof. If Li,j are the components of the function L, we study first 
J 
1 
0 
Li,j(s)(Qhgj(s) - g,(s)> h. 
Notice that, by Proposition 5.4 in [ 111, we have an expansion 
Qhg - glr, = 2 hkPk (y) gck) + CO(h”+‘), 
k=m+l 
(22) 
valid for g smooth enough, uniformly for all i, where Pk are polynomials of degree k, depending 
only on m, such that Pk(-t) = (- l)kPk(t). If L is a smooth l-periodic function it can be proven by 
parts integration, following [4], that for all J 
L(s)& 
1 
J 
L(s)gCk’(s) ds + O(hJ+‘), 
0 
where 
J 112 Yk := P&) ds. -l/2 
and thus Yk = 0 if k is odd. Therefore by (22), 
f: J1 Li,j(s)(Qhg'(s) - gj(s)) ds = 
j=l O 
2 hkYk J' Li,j(s)gy’(s) ds+ @(h”+‘), 
k=m+l 0 
for i=l,... , p, which proves the statement of the lemma. 0 
We denote 
W m,m:={uELm:u(j)EL03, l<j<m}, 
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with its usual essential supremum norm denoted by 11 . l)m,m. We define W”,” := ( Wm,m)n and 
7V m,cu ._ ._ W”,” x [WJ’. In both spaces we consider the product norm, also denoted by 11 . Ilm,M. 
By the inverse inequalities of the splines, properties of the interpolation operator and the con- 
vergence study of the Galerkin method it follows that & is h-uniformly bounded from %‘-m+‘,a to 
?iV . f%m 
Theorem 3. In the conditions of Proposition 1, we have functions fk, independent of h, as smooth 
as desired, and unique vectors dk, such that 
g, -t&g- 5 h”Qhfi = O(h"+') 
k=f(m) 
303 
and 
A4 
wh - W - c hkdk = O(h”+‘), 
k=2m+3 
where (gh, wh > := 3h(gp W>. 
Proof. By Proposition 1 and the definition of gj, we have 
(%h - n&)(g, w> - 5 hkgh'hse-'(&> '+'k) 
k=fb) 
= ~(h”+‘)~~(Yh,~h)11-~,2. 
0 
Applying again Proposition 1, now to the terms &-‘(g,, wk), it follows by induction that 
(gh - 2h)(g,w) - 2 hk&@k,dk) = o(h”+‘)II(Yh,Uk)11-1/2, 
k=f (ml 0 
for some (hk,dk). Then, by the h-uniform inf-sup condition, 
(gh - sh)(g, w> - 5 hk2h(hk,dk) 
(I 
= 0( h”+l), 
k=f(m) -l/2 
(23) 
(24) 
(25) 
and consequently we obtain (24). The fact that the vectors dk are independent of h and the order of 
the method make dk = 0, f(m) <k < 2m + 2. Taking more terms in the expansion (25), now limited 
in norm to H-‘j2 and applying the well-known inverse inequalities of the splines, (23) follows. 0 
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Theorem 3 gives asymptotic expansions of the error of the Galerkin method in the nonfunctional 
unknown w. The remaining part of the approximation has an expansion in powers of h with terms 
affected by the interpolation operator Qh, so that it is not a bona fide asymptotic expansion. However, 
expansions like (23) have many applications, when some linear postprocessings are applied, as we 
show in Section 5. Moreover, we can derive several consequences about nodal convergence and 
pointwise expansions. 
Corollary 4. Let z E R. Then there exist & =fk(g,z), independent of h, such that for all grids 
where z is a midpoint (that is, z = si for some i), 
g&) =&) + 5 hkfk + o(h”+’ ), (26) 
k=f(m) 
for g smooth enough. Moreover, for m even we have the following superconvergence result: 
(27) 
We can also prove expansions like (26) for derivatives up to order m and for the function and 
its derivatives up to order m - 1 in the knots si - ih. The superconvergence estimate (27) can be 
uniformized to the whole solution by means of an additional interpolation process. Namely, if we 
take midpoints of the grid (notice that for m even, si = zi) as knots of splines of degree m + 1 and 
interpolate in those points, by classical results of interpolation we will have order of convergence 
h PI+* in uniform norm. Further details in the scalar case can be found in [4]. 
3. A fully discrete Galerkin method 
A choice of a basis of Vh gives a linear system which is equivalent to the Galerkin method (18). 
Nevertheless, the coefficients of such system cannot be calculated exactly in most cases, even for 
very simple curves and functions. Thus, some further numerical approximation is called for. The 
method we are going to expose generalizes the Galerkin collocation method in [6], in the sense that 
the method is exposed for splines of arbitrary degree, with a wider choice of quadrature formulae 
and benefiting from the optimal convergence in weak norms of the Galerkin method. 
Let us first give some notations. We define ~0 to be the characteristic function of the interval 
(- i, i ) and for m < 1 we define by induction p ,,, := P,,-~ * ,u~. The function p,,, is even, piecewise 
polynomial of degree m with knots on Z if m is odd and in i + Z if m is even. For m 2 1, p,,, is 
m - 1 times continuously differentiable. Moreover, its support is [- i(m + 1 ), i(m + 1 )] and 
s 
p&s)ds= 1. 
a 
Let $i be the l-periodic function such that 
$+/i(S)=& (9)~ VASE [Zi - i,Zi + i), 
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for i = 1 , . . . ,N. Then obviously {$r,. . . , tiN} is a basis of l$,. If {q,. . . , G} and {t?,, . . . ,Zp} de- 
note the respective canonical bases of R” and R ‘, then {tiiej}r<i<p,,r<j<n and {(~iej,O)}1QigN,lgj$n 
U{(O,Zi)}lgiGp are respective bases of V$ and “y^h. 
Let 9 be a quadrature rule 
satisfying that x._( = -xi and c-i =ci for all i. We can impose that co =0 and thus have a rule 
with an even number of knots. We demand that 9 be exact in P2m+3. For m=O we can have: 
Simpson’s rule on (- i, i ); the three-point formula with nodes x1 = -x-~ = 1, x0 = 0 and weights 
cl = c_r = &, co = 2, that is, evaluating the function outside the actual domain of integration; or the 
corresponding Gaussian rule with two nodes x1 = -x-r = &/6 and weights cr =c_r =i. For m= 1, 
the five-point formula with nodes xj = ij, for -2<j<2 and weights c2 = c-2 = $, cl = c_~ = 6, 
co = 6, or the Gaussian rule (x1 = -x_~ = m/5, x0 = 0, cl = c_~ = $, co = 5) serve our purposes. 
We will also denote 5? as the bidimensional quadrature rule arising from 9. 
We make the following approximations to the coefficients of the linear system: 
(1) (&,Qz)o = ~h(&,Q), where kh :vh x vh -+ R! is the bilinear form given by 
kh($‘k,,ei, $$j) := h2=YKj,i(Zl + h . ,zk + h * ) 
N h2 JJ Kj,i(zl + ht,zk + hu)Pm(t>PUm(U>dtdu RR = (K($kei), hj>o. 
(2) (Mw~,Y~)~ N mh(Wh,Yh), where mh : Rp x vh -+ II&! is the bilinear form given by 
mh(&, $@j) I= hYMj,i(Zk + h * ) 
N h J kfj,i(zk + ht),Um(t)dt = (M;i, $&?j)o. Iw 
(3) (f,rh)O N fh(rh), where fh : vh + If2 is linear given by 
fh($jei) :=hTA(zj + h. ) N (J; $jei). 
(4) Lg, N l&h), where lh : vh + Rp iS defined by 
lh($jei) :=h(gLl,i(Zj + h . ), . a. 7 9Lp,i(Zj + h . ))’ N L(hq). 
(5) Finally, (v-,,, rh)O 2 b&h, rh), with bh : vh x vh -+ R bilinear (block-diagonal) given by 
bh($&,(Wj) := o=(V($~i),ti~ej)o, i#j, 
bh(l,!@i, $lei) := -h29E(zi + h * ,Zk + h . ) - h2(log h + B~j_kl) 
2 (~($kei),$Wi)O9 
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being 
lqo,s) := ( log lxiCa> - xi(s>l Ia-ss( ’ a f s ’ 
Bk := JJ loglk + t - z+m(t>,uClm(u) dt du La R
and 
(Lk) if II - kl d N/2, -- 
(&k):= (Z,k - N) if I- k>N/2, 
(1 -N,k) if k- l>N/2. 
Note that the bilinear form bh( . , . ) is symmetric. 
Thus, we substitute problem (18) by: 
We can rewrite this by means of a bilinear form ah : vh X ?fjh + IF!, 
ah((gh,Wh),(Yh,Vh)):=bh(gh,Yh) +kh(ghyrh) +mh(WhTrh) +(~h(gh)TVh)T 
obtaining that @((g,*, wh*), (rh, rh)) = fh(rh) + (b, rh), for all (rh, rh) E vh. Thus, (ph*) is a modified 
Galerkin method arising from (gh). 
Proposition 5. There exists C>O, independent of h such that 
sup 
I(d(gh? wh)&hy uh))O - ah((ghy wh)&db))~ d C,.,2m+3 
0 f (gh,whwh8+d E vh ll(gh,wh)Il-1/211(yh,uh)ll-1/2 
Hence, the bilinear form a,,(. , . ) satisfies a h-&form Babugka-Brezzi condition on vh for h small 
enough and then the discrete problems (Yl) are uniquely solvable. 
Proof. Following the scalar case in [4] for each component (the quadrature formula there has degree 
m + 1 ), we obtain 
i(vgh,rh)O - bhkhyrh)I < Ch2m’311ghll-1/211rhll--1/2. 
A similar but simpler proof gives the equivalent result for the approximation of the bilinear forms 
(K., . )O and bd . , . ). Finally, with the same arguments we obtain 
I(Mwh,rh)O - mh(Wh,rh)l d Ch2m+7’21WhI llrhll--1/2 
and 
I’%?, - Ih( < Ch2m+7’211ghll--1,2. 
From these inequalities the result follows readily. 0 
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This allows us to define a linear operator 9:, such that C$(g, w) is the solution of the problem 
(9;) with data (f; 6) = &(g, w). Notice that this operator is not well defined on Z-l/’ since then 
f is not necessarily continuous. We can define the operator from 2” for any s > -i. The proof of 
the following result, concerning the approximation of the right-hand side does not essentially differ 
from the scalar case studied in [4] 
Proposition 6. If f E (%Tk)n, with 1 < k < 2m + 4, then 
From the preceding bounds, and from the stability of the Galerkin projection, we can easily derive 
that 59: is uniformly bounded from 2” to S?-“’ and also from Xrn+‘+’ to YV”,“, for all s > i. 
We get similar convergence properties for the Galerkin collocation scheme as for the Galerkin 
method (cf. with ( 17)) with stronger smoothness requirements on the solution: for s E [-m - 2, m] 
Iw- w;] +hm+2+s llg - s; IIs G Gh2”+311(g> w)lI2m+4. 
Notice that the Galerkin collocation method is not a projection method and thus the classical Aubin- 
Nitsche strategy does not apply. Therefore, we need to obtain the optimal order of approximation 
between the Galerkin and the Galerkin collocation solutions in the natural L%-‘~’ norm. If, on the 
other hand, we only want to make use of “strong” norm error estimates (S = -i or higher), it is 
enough that the quadrature formula 9 be of degree m + 1 as in [4] or [6]. 
4. Asymptotic properties of the Galerkin collocation method 
We first prove an asymptotic expansion of the consistency error, i.e., the error under the action of 
the bilinear form ah( . , . ), equivalent in the totally discrete method to Proposition 1 in the Galerkin 
method. As usual, we assume, for simplicity that g E (9? >“. 
In all the following asymptotic expansions we will demand that N be even. The same results hold 
also for odd numbers of points, although the expansions are not necessarily the same. 
Proposition 7. For all M, there exist (gt , wt ), k = f(m), . . . ,M, independent of h and with the 
functional parts as smooth as desired, such that 
ah(<gf - 2h)(g,w),( bvh))= 5 hk((~k"+'~),+Vh))o + 6(h"+'>II(Yh,Vh)ll-1,2, 
k=f(m) 
for all (rh, vh) E “Y^h and for all N even. 
Proof. By the definitions of 9& and $3: we have 
ah((3t? -~~)(~~w)~(Yh~vh))=(-Fe(~~)h~~)(~~W)~(Yh~Vh))o+fh(rh)-(f;rh)O 
+ (~~h(&w)y(&vh>>O - ~h(-%d&w)~(~h~Vfi))~ 
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where f= (V + K)g + Mw and fh is its corresponding approximation. For f smooth enough it is 
possible to prove that there exist functions (depending on the derivatives off) such that for all rh 
fhcrh) - 
This follows 
proof for the 
(f,rh)O= 5 h2k(hk,rh>0 + L"(~Mf2)~~~h~~-l~2~ (28) 
k=m+2 
from the application of Taylor expansions as in the proof of Proposition 6. A detailed 
scalar case is given in [4]. Componentwise, following a similar proof in [4], we obtain 
M 
((v +K)$&g,rh) - bh@hg,~h) - kh@hg,"h)= c h2k(_b'h)o + ~(h2M+2)11’“hl&~,2~ 
k=m+Z 
In the approximation of the logarithmic kernel we obtain the rectriction that N be even. 
With the same arguments as for (28), we can prove that 
(Mw,rh)O-mh(W,rh)= 5 h2k(MkW,rh)O+O(h2M'2)IIrhII_~(W(, 
k=mi2 
where Mk are smooth matrix-valued functions depending on derivatives of M. The only remaining 
term to expand in powers of h is (LQhg - I&&g), uh). The existence of such an expansion follows 
from the existence of an expansion of the coefficients of the interpolate in terms of nodal values of 
the derivatives of the original function (see (38)) and similar arguments about Taylor expansions. 
These ideas are particular cases of what is done in Section 5 in a more general frame. Finally, the 
addition of all the previous expansions and Proposition 1 proves the result. 0 
Theorem 8. In the conditions of Proposition 7, we have functions &*, independent of h, as smooth 
as desired, and unique vectors dk* such that 
II M I/ 
II g; - f&S - c hk!&fi* = (J( h”+’ ) k=f’(m) In.02 
and 
M 
* 
wh - w - c hkd; = Co(h"+' ), 
k=2m+3 
(29) 
(30) 
where (g,“, w,“) := ??z(g, w), for all N even. 
Proof. We first consider the linear operator $h mapping a pair (g, w) to the unique solution of the 
discrete problem 
Note that &, is a variant of the Galerkin collocation operator, where the right-hand side is not 
approximated. Consequently, Proposition ‘7 holds also for @h. 
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By Proposition 7 we have 
ah 
cc 
(3; - sh)(g,w)- F hk%z~-'(g;,W:) 
1 ) 
> (rh, %) =~(~"+1)II(~h,~h)ll--1,2. 
k=f (m) 
Applying the version of Proposition 7 for the operator @& and proceeding by induction, 
that there exist pairs (n,*,d;T) for k 2 f(m), such that 
ah 
cc 
(9; -%)(g,w)- 5 hk%t@:,&T> 
k=f (m) 1 ) 
,(b"h) = o(h"+')II(Yh,uh>ll-1,2. 
The remainder of the proof follows as in Theorem 3, since we can also apply a uniform 
it follows 
Babuska- 
Brezzi condition on Yh. ??
As a consequence of Theorem 8, 
in the Galerkin collocation method. 
5. Postprocessing of the solutions 
Corollary 4 also holds for the functional part of the unknown 
In this section, our aim is to apply the previous expansions of the Galerkin and Galerkin collocation 
approximations in terms of the operator Qh to some frequent a posterior-i calculations, which very 
often are the real object of the integral problem. We will do it in a rather abstract way in order 
to group several different postprocessings of the numerical solutions. Notice that we already have 
actual asymptotic expansions of the error for the approximation of w, but for the functional part 
(i.e., g), dependence on h remains in all terms through the interpolation operator Qh unless we 
restrict ourselves to finite sets of points of the boundaries. 
The postprocessings we deal with include the calculation of the solution of the BVP associated 
to the boundary integral equation in compact sets not intersecting the curves, the computation of 
total forces and the hydrodynamic stresses in the viscous fluid flow model of Section 1, and so on 
[8,6,18]. All of them can be written in the form of the operators of Lemma 9. The Sloan iteration 
for logarithmic equations given in [5] (the paper deals with the collocation method) belongs also to 
the family of postprocessings considered here. 
Let X be a Banach space with norm ]I . /Ix. The sign OX(hk) will denote any function f( . ; h) 
depending on the parameter h with values on X such that hekf( . ; h) remains bounded as h goes 
to zero. By $Yk( R;X) we denote the set of l-periodic functions from R to X such that they are k 
times continuously Frechet differentiable. 
We will be interested on bounded linear maps T from Heme to X, since they will profit from 
the optimal convergence properties of our numerical methods. For i = 1,. . . , N and k 2 0, we denote 
gf to the l-periodic function, g” E Ho such that 
k 
xf, in (si-$,si + iI, 
where XE denotes the characteristic function of the set E. 
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Hypothesis (A). For all k 2 0, there exists a sequence {&J} c %?m(R; X) such that for all A4 
Tgf = 5 h’4k,[(si) + Ox(h”“), 
i=o 
untformly in h for all i. 
Let us first show some operators satisfying hypothesis (A). 
Lemma 9. The following operators satisfy Hypothesis (A): 
(1) The functional T : Hemp2 -+ R given by Tf := (g, f )o, with g E %?. 
(2) The operator T : Hemp2 -+ H’ given by 
s 1 Tf:= F( . >s)f (s) ds, 0 (31) 
with F : R2 + R, l-periodic in both variables and smooth, and any r E R. 
(3) Let K be a compact set in 58 2, k > 0 and X=H’(intK) or X=%?k(K). Let F:K x R-+R 
be infinitely dtrerentiable and l-periodic in its second variable. We consider then the operator 
T * HPme2 +X given by (31). 
(4) Let T : HPme2 --tX satisfy (A) and B:X + Y be linear and bounded, being Y another Banach 
space. The operator BT: Hemp2 + Y satisfies (A). 
Proof. In case (1 ), we have that 
s 112 Tg; = tkg(si + th) =I 4k(Si, h). -112 
Then, with the functions 
6k,l:=+,$(.,o), 
we have the required expansion. Note that only even powers of h appear. The simplest case arises 
when g = 1, since then Tgf = ck for all i. 
In case (2) we have 
s 
iI2 
Tg; = F( . 9 Si + th)tk dt =: 4k( .) si, h). 
-l/2 
By Taylor expansions and given that the map 
belongs to ‘+P( R; H’), the result follows. Case (3) follows in the same way’ and (4) is trivial. 0 
In what follows, gh will denote the functional part of %h(g, w) or ‘?$(g, w) for some w E [wP. Given 
a bounded linear map T : Hpme2 + R, we will denote 7):, i = 1,. . . , n to the linear maps Heme -+X 
given by T(. ei). 
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Theorem 10. Let T : Wme2 -+X be a linear bounded operator, such that hypothesis (A) holds for 
c,i= l,... ,n. Given g, smooth enough, and a numerical approximation g, in the sense described 
above, there exists (gk : k = 2m + 3,. . . ,M} c X such that 
Tg/, = Tg + 2 hkgk + flx(hM+‘). 
k = 2mi3 
Proof. Notice first that 
II&j - T’llx d lITI llg- g&-m-2 G Ch2m+3, (32) 
and therefore the first term in an asymptotic expansion must be at least that of the 2m + 3rd power 
of h. 
Let f E %P and let T be any of G. Applying Taylor expansions around si in (22) it follows that 
Qhf - fl,, = 5 hkfck)(Si)Rk (y) + ~(h”+‘Nfll~+~,m~ 
k=f (ml 
uniformly for all i, where Rk are polynomials of degree k such that Rk( -t) = (- l)kRk(t). Let rk,j be 
the l-periodic extension of the function given by 
XI, in (Sj - i,Si + $1. 
Then, 
Obviously, hypothesis (A) implies the existence of { $,,> c %P’( R;X) such 
Tyke = & h’Jk,,(Si) + (%(h”+‘), 
I=0 
uniformly for all i. Taking v =M - k in (33) we obtain 
hkfl 2 f(k’(si)Trk,i = 2 h” h 2 f(k’(si)$k,m-k(Si) + I(fIlk,caG(h”+‘)= 
i=l m=k i=l 
For u E 9( R;X), by a generalised version of the Euler-Maclaurin formula, we have 
where the integral is taken in the sense of Bochner 
norm derived from the norm of X. Applying (35) to 
and the norm II . Ijq,m is the usual maximum 
the different terms of (34) and integration by 
that 
(33) 
(34) 
(35) 
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parts, we have 
hk+’ $ f@)(si)z?k,i = 5(-l)%‘” I’ f(t)$;;-&) dt + Ilfll~-~+,,&~(h~+~ ). 
m=k 
Hence, there exist qk, k > f(m) such that 
(36) 
The statement of the theorem follows from (36) applied to the different terms of the expansion of 
the error (see Theorems 3 and 8) and from (32). 0 
Notice now that the operators T are due to be applied to the functional part of the discrete approx- 
imations of the solution of (1) and (2). Thus, we may need an additional degree of approximation 
in order to have feasible implementations of the action of T on Vh. 
Let us denote again T to a bounded linear map from H-“-2 to X satisfying hypothesis (A). Let 
Th be a linear operator defined on V, with values on X If {It/l, . . . ,I+&} is the usual basis of I$ we 
assume the following asymptotic behaviour of Th: 
Hypothesis (Ah). There exists (4,) c %"(R;X) such that for all M 
uniformly in h for all i. 
If TJ, satisfies (Ah) and T is bounded in the norm of H-“-‘, then by the inverse inequalities 
of splines it follows readily that Th is h-uniformly bounded in the same norm. Hypothesis (Ah) is 
satisfied by the approximate functionals and linear operators which arise from the examples (l), (2) 
and (3) in Lemma 9 by applying the quadrature formula 9 in the corresponding integrals, once the 
spline is decomposed in the basis rl/l, . . . , t+b,.,,. 
Lemma 11. Suppose that T and T,, satisfy hypothesis (A,,). Then there exists a sequence of 
bounded linear mappings Pk : HQ +X such that 
(Th - T)Q/J-= F hkPkf + Ilf II,wm-z.w&(h”+l), 
k=2m+3 
for all f E +P-2m-2. 
Proof. Let {fi : i = 1 , . . . ,N} be such that Qh f = CL, j$. By the uniform boundedness of the 
interpolation operator and hypothesis (Ah), it follows 
(Th - T>Q/J = 2 hk 
k=p ( i=l ’ k ‘I) h 5 f4 ( .> + Ilf IIo,cJk(h”+‘), (37) 
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where we have denoted p = 2m + 3. If f E GP’, we have the following expansion of the coefficients 
of the interpolate in terms of nodal derivatives of f, 
(38) 
uniformly for all i. Moreover, the coefficients Ck, which depend only on the degree of the splines, 
are equal to zero when k is odd. A proof of (38) can be found in [ 111. Applying (38) to the different 
terms of (37), the expansion 
(39) 
follows readily for all f E W - M P+l Applying now (35) to the trapezoidal sums in (39) and integrating . 
by parts we obtain 
(40) 
for all f E V - M P+’ The proof is then finished by defining Pk to be the X-integral operators . 
in (40). 0 
Theorem 12 . Let T : H-“-2 -+X be a bounded linear map such that Ti satisjies (A) for all i. 
Let TJ, : Vh -+X be an approximation of T such that Th,i satisjies (Ah) with respect to c for 
all i. Given g, smooth enough, and a numerical approximation & in the usual sense, there exists 
(gk : k = 2m + 3,. . . ,M) CX such that 
T&h = Tg + 5 hkgk + Q(h”+‘). 
k=Zm+3 
Proof. This result is a straightforward consequence of Theorems 3, 8, 10 and Lemma 11. 0 
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